NEWS RELEASE
Global Net Commerce, Inc. Adds RADIUS Support to Security Features
Providing New Wireless Program Services to the Financial Industry
Irvine, California – October 24, 2007 – Global Net Commerce, Inc. (GNCI) announces that it
has expanded the capabilities of its market-leading MSM wireless router/modem with the
addition of RADIUS (Remote Authentication Dial-In User Service) support. The RADIUS feature
set is standards-based for seamless operation with RADIUS servers and network systems.
RADIUS allows network managers the option to deploy wireless connectivity with
implementation of secure authentication, authorization and accounting schemes.
“Security has become a pervasive business requirement for the full spectrum of network
elements,” says Colin Chester, Chief Technology Officer. “We are proud to be the first leading
wireless router/modem provider to deliver RADIUS. GNCI’s MSM product offers network
managers and network security specialists a compelling and flexible platform for building
encryption, access control and auditing into their wireless connectivity systems.”
“GNCI's Multi Service Modem (MSM) has always enjoyed a reputation for being a highly secure
wireless networking device,” states Wolfgang Tolkien, Senior Engineer. “In addition to the
encryption already offered by the SSHv2, IPSec and AES protocols, we have now added
support for RADIUS authentication servers. Our customers are now able to achieve full PCI
compliance on wireless networks using the MSM.”
GNCI’s applications use standards-based networking and security. Industry standard IPSEC
with 3DES or AES encryption is used for security over the Internet and mobile networks. Built-in
firewall and RADIUS security features ensure unauthorized access attempts are logged and
denied.
Global Net Commerce, Inc. (GNCI) is a leading provider of wireless applications for the financial
services and retail verticals. GNCI provides manufacturing; engineering/development of wireless
applications; and offers installation, maintenance and servicing of wireless 3-G / Broadband /
Next Generation products for ATMs and telemetry of high-profile financial institutions and
affiliated member networks. Our professional services and skilled technicians are focused on
delivering reliable and quality support for wireless ATM programs. The executive management
of GNCI possesses over 100 years of combined experience in the ATM and financial services
industries. GNCI is privately owned and operated, and is based in Irvine, California. For more
information on GNCI’s products and services, contact us or visit our website.
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